
VILLAPARK
one strip plank for your sense of well being



VILLAPARK

Oak Mandorla 14, deep brushed, natural oiled

Natural and sensuous enjoyment. Popular types of wood and beautiful 
colours with structured surfaces in generous dimensions – this is the recipe 
for this gorgeous product line.  
 
Villapark, one strip plank for your sense of well being.



Douglas Farina 12, deep brushed, natural oiled



Bauwerk quality guarantees highest standards which 
are sustained by four pillars: development, production, 
customer service and floor laying service.

Walnut americain 14, deep brushed, natural oiled

BAUWERK QUALITY

PRODUCT INFORMATION 

Villapark one strip plank stands out for its generous format of 2100 x 190 mm and a top layer 
of 2.5 mm. Fully bonded, it guarantees silent footsteps. Furthermore, this product line stands 
out for its optimum energy conservation through ideal heat transmission when combined with 
radiant floor heating. Its low installation height ensures optimum conditions for renovations 
and makes it easy to combine Villapark with other flooring materials, such as floor tiles.   
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B-PROTECT®

Natural Look Best Protection Easy Care

Oak Crema 14, brushed, B-Protect®

The new finishing B-Protect® is unique. It offers all protective characteristics of a reliable, 
low maintenance sealing. At the same time, it is completely invisible and conserves the 
visual appearance and feel of natural wood. With this new surface finishing, Bauwerk has 
succeeded to set a new benchmark in the sealing of parquet.

›  You can hardly tell the difference
 between B-Protect® and natural,
 untreated wood
› Very matt finish

› B-Protect® protects against dirt
› The pores are closed making  
 it resistant to stains
› Scratches are less visible
› Healthy living: water-based 
 and solvent free

› No regular care required
› Easy to clean



TM
«Cradle to Cradle CertifiedCM 
is a certification mark licensed by 
the Cradle to Cradle Products 
Innovation Institute.» Cradle to 
Cradle® is a trademark of 
MBDC LLC

With the predicate of «Healthy Living», Bauwerk makes an important contribution to a 
better quality of life. Because the deliberate decision of only using materials that promote 
healthy living contributes significantly to one›s personal well-being indoors. 

INVISIBLE BUT MEASURABLE

Bauwerk uses healthy materials to manufacture 
wooden floors that guarantee ultimate well-being 
in your personal living environment.

HEALTHY LIVING



Bauwerk, a Swiss company with a long tradition, has been applying 
its skills, precision and passion to manufacturing top-quality wooden 
floors since 1935.

Oak 35, deep brushed, natural oiled

SWISS TRADITION

100% SWISS

Villapark one strip plank is completely manufactured in the Bauwerk factory at St. Margrethen, 
Switzerland. For this reason, we guarantee high-quality workmanship, precision, the careful 
utilisation of resources and quality controls among the strictest in the industry. It is nice that 
perfect Swiss quality goes hand-in-hand with sensuous and authentic surfaces. 



Characteristic structures provide a sensuous feeling for bare feet and create a compelling 
interplay between light and shadow. The natural oiled or matt lacquered surface protects the
floor and makes for a pleasant, healthy living climate.

To really experience Villapark with all its structured surfaces and also in order to gain a sense of the real feeling, 
we recommend that you visit one of our Parquet Worlds or one of our installation partners. Visit our 
website at www.bauwerk-parkett.com and look for showrooms oder partners near you under Showroom. 

WOOD TYPES AND COLOURS

Various types of wood in beautiful colour nuances and a range of different grading - 
parquet for every taste. Whether natural, rustic (oak 35), natural oiled, bright and calm 
(oak Crema 14), B-Protect®, exquisite and dark brown (walnut American) or 
matt lacquered – you are sure to find the right one-strip plank for your home.

STRUCTURES AND SURFACES 

STRUCTURES SURFACES

brushed deep 
brushed

saw groove structured 
groove

natural 
oiled

matt 
lacquered

B-Protect®

Oak
Oak Avena
Oak Avorio
Oak Caffelatte
Oak Crema
Oak Farina
Oak Gold
Oak Mandorla
Oak smoked 
Oak smoked Crema
Douglas Farina
Ash Farina
Walnut american

Oak 

Douglas Farina Ash Farina Walnut american

Oak Crema Oak Farina Oak Gold Oak Avena Oak Avorio Oak Caffelatte 

Oak smoked Oak smoked 
Crema 

Oak Mandorla 



Oak smoked 14, deep brushed, natural oiled
Our brochure “A Love for Detail” contains  
more comprehensive information for you

A LOVE FOR DETAIL

A love for detail sometimes also means realising a special need. Bauwerk is happy to help you 
in individually designing your living space – no matter if the stairs or the ventilation grid 
should look the same as your parquet floor. Countless, individual interior decoration details 
are possible within the Bauwerk product range. 



Oak Avorio 14, deep brushed, natural oiled



Bauwerk, a Swiss company with a long tradition, has been applying its skills, 
precision and passion to manufacturing beautiful top-quality wooden floors since 
1935. One of the leading European parquet manufacturers, Bauwerk offers 
its customers a comprehensive and innovative range of products that stand for 
healthy living and conscious design of the personal living environment. 
www.bauwerk-parkett.com


